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Abstract
Purpose—This study examines accuracy and comparability of four trademarked acoustic
analysis software packages (AASP): Praat, Wavesurfer, TF32 and CSL using synthesized and
natural vowels. Features of AASP are also described.

Methods—Synthesized and natural vowels were analyzed using each of AASP’s default settings
to secure nine acoustic measures: fundamental frequency (F0), formant frequencies (F1-F4), and
formant bandwidths (B1-B4). The discrepancy between the software measured values and the
input values (synthesized, previously reported, and manual measurements) was used to assess
comparability and accuracy. Basic AASP features are described.

Results—Results indicate that Praat, Wavesurfer, and TF32 generate accurate and comparable
F0 and F1-F4 data for synthesized vowels and adult male natural vowels. Results varied by vowel
for adult females and children, with some serious errors. Bandwidth measurements by AASPs
were highly inaccurate as compared to manual measurements and published data on formant
bandwidths.

Conclusions—Values of F0 and F1-F4 are generally consistent and fairly accurate for adult
vowels and for some child vowels using the default settings in Praat, Wavesurfer, and TF32.
Manipulation of default settings yields improved output values in TF32 and CSL. Caution is
recommended especially before accepting F1-F4 results for children and B1-B4 results for all
speakers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software for digital acoustic analysis of speech offers unprecedented opportunities for the
analysis of speech samples for different purposes, including education, clinical practice, and
research. Use of these software systems is almost certain to lead to a substantial increase in
the application of acoustic measures and to the further development of acoustic databases for
speech. However, neutral and objective evaluations of these systems’ measurements have
not been reported, so that potential users have little guidance in selecting a system for their
use. Furthermore, there is no assurance that the accumulating data gathered from these
different systems can be assumed to be accurate and comparable, for healthy or disordered
speech, for males or females, or for children as well as adults.

Previous studies of acoustic analysis software packages (AASP) for speech have been of two
major types. First, a small number of studies reported on comparisons of features across
systems (Read, Buder & Kent, 1990, 1992) or described general approaches to signal
acquisition and analysis without comparing systems (Ingram, Bunta & Ingram, 2004; Read,
Buder, & Kent, 1990, 1992; Vogel & Maruff, 2008). Second, a few studies examined the
accuracy and/or reliability of measures of voice, such as the perturbation measures of jitter
and shimmer (Bielamowicz, Kreiman, Gerratt, Dauer & Berke, 1996; Deliyski, Evans, &
Shaw, 2005; Karnell, Hall & Landahl, 1995; Smits, Ceuppens & De Bodt, 2005). The
studies in the latter group raise a concern that values generated by different systems are not
always comparable and that care should be taken in managing and interpreting data from
these systems. In one previous study that compared analysis systems for the measurement of
vowel formant frequencies, Woehrling and Mareuil (2007), reported that there were some
"substantial differences" in the values of F1 obtained from Praat and Snap. To our
knowledge, there has not been a systematic comparison across AASPs for the measurement
of formant frequencies and bandwidths, despite the general interest in these entities for
research on typical and atypical speech.

Speech AASPs generally afford the capability for FFT and LPC analysis of speech. LPC
analysis has been particularly powerful and convenient because it generates numeric data for
formant frequencies and bandwidths that can be displayed in patterns such as formant
tracking. Vallabha and Tuller (2002) discuss four sources of error in LPC analysis that are
relevant to this study, especially because LPC data are commonly used to generate formant
tracks and to populate a data table. The first is quantization of the signal owing to the
fundamental frequency, which results in an error estimated to be about 10% of F0. This error
is particularly important for the speech of women or young children, who often have an F0
higher than 250 Hz. The second error is choice of an incorrect order for the LP filter. Users
of analysis software should be aware of appropriate adjustments for filter order, taking into
consideration characteristics of both the speaker and the speech sample to be analyzed. In
general applications, many users adjust the filter order to the speaker only. There are two
common guidelines to set the filter order: (a) set it to the number of formants expected plus
two, or (b) set it to sampling frequency in kHz. Vallabha and Tuller (2004) describe a
heuristic that can be used to determine the optimal filter order for either a corpus of vowels
or a single vowel. The third error is an exclusive reliance on root solving in the LPC
algorithm. The problem is most serious when the roots are close together. The fourth error
relates to the 3-point parabolic interpolation that compensates for the coarse spectrum. A
parabolic interpolation is particularly problematic when formants are in close proximity.
Users probably cannot do much to overcome the third and fourth errors; rather, these errors
should be taken as forewarnings of the limitations of analysis.

The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to make quantitative assessment of the accuracy
and comparability of data generated by four AASPs that are most commonly reported in the
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speech literature; and (2) to describe the major features of those four AASPs. Assessment of
accuracy and comparability of acoustic measurements included comparison of acoustic
measures including fundamental frequency (F0), first through fourth formant frequencies
(F1-F4), and first through fourth formant bandwidths (B1-B4). More specifically, accuracy
was assessed by comparing software-generated measurements of synthesized vowels to the
input values used to synthesize them. Comparability and accuracy were assessed by
reanalyzing the speech samples of a previously published paper (Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark,
& Wheeler, 1995) using the four aforementioned software packages and comparing data
secured in each package to the reported findings. Descriptive comparisons were based
mostly on an inventory of features.

II. METHODS
The four AASPs considered in this study are: Praat (version 5.1.31 by Boersma and
Weenink), Wavesurfer (version 1.8.5 by the Centre for Speech Technology at KTH in
Stockholm, Sweden), TF32 (alpha test version 1.2 - see Appendix A; formerly CSpeech by
Milenkovic), and CSL (Computerized Speech Laboratory model 4500, version 2.7.0 by Kay
Elemetrics, currently known as KayPentax; CSL is a combined hardware-software system,
but for convenience it is classified as AASP for the purposes of this report). Quantitative
comparison results reflect the analysis outcome of each acoustic variable in each software
package, while descriptive comparisons reflect mostly an inventory of each software
package’s features highlighting particular features that may be beneficial to users.

Stimuli
Two types of male and female speech were analyzed to determine the accuracy and
comparability of acoustic measurements across the four AASPs: 1) Synthesized adult
vowels (corner vowels /i/, /ae/, /u/, and /a/); and 2) natural adult and child speech samples/
words containing one of the four corner vowels.

The synthesized speech sounds were the vowels used in Fourakis, Preisel, and Hawks (1998)
and, as reported, were generated with the Klatt synthesizer using the cascade synthesis
method with a quasi-periodic vibratory voicing source and a declining F0. Formant
frequencies' input values were based on the formulas in Nearey (1989) and Hawks & Miller
(1995). Also, because Fourakis and colleagues used the cascade method to synthesize
vowels, the amplitude values were determined based on the formant pattern of each vowel,
as per Fant’s (1962) acoustic theory, rather than being chosen explicitly and orthogonally as
they would have been using the parallel synthesis method (Klatt, 1980). To eliminate bias,
vowel synthesis input values were made available to the present investigators only after all
analyses were completed. The eight synthesized vowels used in this study (four synthesized
with an adult male F0 and four synthesized with an adult female F0) were chosen from the
larger pool of synthesized vowels used in Fourakis et al. (1998). Vowel selection was based
on perceptual ratings by three listeners. The listeners heard the sound files with F1 and F2
values that fell within the range of values that are consistent with a particular corner vowel
(see Table 1) and the listeners indicated the vowels they perceived to be the purest form of
the four corner, or extreme, vowels in English (/i/, /a/, /ae/, or /u/). Thus, the vowel files
chosen for acoustic analysis were the ones that the listeners determined to be the best
representation of each vowel. The software-generated measurements were then compared to
the known input values for each synthesized vowel, as listed in Table 2, to determine each
software package’s accuracy (see Table 2 and Figures 1AB and 2AB).

The natural speech samples were the four corner vowel productions (“heed,” “had,” “hawd,”
and “who’d”) that were originally collected by Hillenbrand et al. (1995) and are available on
Hillenbrand’s homepage (http://homepages.wmich.edu/~hillenbr/voweldata.html).
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Randomly selected samples from five adult males, five adult females, five male children and
five female children were used and are referred to as the Hillenbrand stimuli. Hillenbrand’s
speech recordings were used because of the large number of participants and because
present fundamental frequency and formant frequency findings can be compared against a
reference of previously published data using digital signal processing methods, such as
linear predictive coding (LPC) with manual corrections as needed. Hillenbrand and
colleagues did not provide bandwidth measurements. Therefore, manual bandwidth
measurements were made the Hillenbrand stimuli, as described in the following sections, for
comparison to the software generated measurements.

Procedures
The average vowel length of the selected Hillenbrand stimuli was approximately 300ms as
measured from vowel onset to offset while viewing the waveform and the spectrogram and
confirmed by listening to the sound file. The middle 150ms of the vowel segment of each
sound file was selected as the analysis segment. To create this analysis segment, the
synthesized vowels and Hillenbrand stimuli were opened in Praat and the middle 150ms of
the vowel, the longest steady state segment present in all stimuli, was segmented and saved
separately. Segmentation was done using Praat because this software allows the user to
annotate and label sections of the sound file (such as the vowel) and save specific sections as
separate files (such as the 150 ms mid-vowel segment) that can be accessed later by all four
software packages.

Analysis
All analyses were performed without knowledge of the input values of the synthesized
vowels or the published measurements of the Hillenbrand stimuli. To ensure consistency of
analyses across the four AASPs, a protocol was established and followed for each software
package, which called for the use of a 150ms mid-vowel segment for analysis, as described
previously. The default settings for each AASP (e.g., analysis window type, window length)
were maintained with the assumption that the software developers selected default settings
that are suited for the analysis of a large set of voices. Users may adjust the settings to
improve the analysis for some types of speakers, for example women versus men, children
versus adults. However, the software packages are highly variable in this regard; and their
manuals do not provide explicit guidance on how settings should be adjusted to
accommodate differences in speaker characteristics. Table 3 lists specific default values in
each AASP examined.

Furthermore, to eliminate ‘edge phenomena' effects or measurement errors that commonly
occur at the very beginning and very end of an analysis segment, the first and last acoustic
measurements from the list of measurements generated by each software package were
excluded.

Manual measurements were also made for the synthesized vowels to compare against
synthesis input values and AASP generated values. F0, and F1-F4 measurements were made
manually in each AASP; however B1-B4 bandwidth measurements were done using TF32
because of the software’s ease of use to display each formant peak, determine the 3dB point
below each peak to secure bandwidth measurement, and scroll along the peak to take more
accurate bandwidth measurements. Manual F0 measurements were used as the input value
since the vowels were synthesized with a declining F0 (manual male F0 = 117Hz, manual
female F0 = 225Hz). The manual F0 calculation entailed measuring the duration of the three
most medial cycles in the analysis segment, dividing that duration by three, and then
calculating the inverse. Manual F1-F4 and B1-B4 measurements were made from the LPC
spectrum generated at the approximate midpoint of the analysis segment. The manual
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measurements of B1-B4 made for each Hillenbrand stimulus were used as the input value to
compare AASP generated values since Hillenbrand et al (1995) did not report bandwidth
measurements. To clarify, manual F1-F4 measurements were made for the synthesized
vowels by noting the value at each of the four formant peaks in each AASP. Manual B1-B4
measurements were made, for the synthesized vowels and the Hillenbrand vowels, from the
LPC spectrum in TF32 by measuring the width or shoulder of each formant curve at 3dB
below the peak (i.e. the half-power point on each side of the peak; Baken, & Orlikoff, 1999,
and Kent & Read, 2001). In the event that a formant curve did not fall symmetrically on
both sides, commonly due to close proximity to another formant curve, the bandwidth
measure was determined by measuring the width from the peak to 3dB down on one side to
the peak and doubling this value to represent the full formant bandwidth. It is important to
note that the manual measurement cannot be assumed to be completely accurate, but was
used as an alternative to the bandwidths calculated algorithmically by the different software
packages. The manual method accords with long-standing practice in bandwidth estimation,
which is based on the half-power points surrounding a resonant peak. To assess the accuracy
and reliability of manual measurements a second researcher repeated 10% of these
measurements.

Assessment of accuracy and comparability
Assessment of accuracy and comparability of the four AASPs was based on comparing the
discrepancy scores secured. Discrepancy score is defined as the difference between values
measured by each of the four AASPs (or measured manually) and the input values for
synthesized vowels, or the reported values by Hillendbrand et al. (1995; henceforth the
Hillenbrand input values). Comparisons are displayed graphically for the synthesized vowels
(Figures 1 and 2) and the Hillenbrand vowels (Figures 3 to 7) where the zero reference line
reflects maximum measurement accuracy (no difference between the measured value and
the input value). The gray region above and below the zero reference line reflects a range of
values (±5 to 10% of the input value, as indicated in the following section) that are
considered to be reasonable deviations from the input value. Manual measurements
discrepancy scores for the synthesized vowels are displayed as stars in Figures 1 and 2.

To verify our graphical interpretations in comparing software results, a series of
nonparametric Friedman tests were conducted on the Hillenbrand stimuli discrepancy
scores, but not the synthesized vowels because of the limited number of synthesized vowel
tokens (one male and one female vowel token for each of the four vowels compared).
Nonparametric Friedman tests were selected rather than parametric tests, such as ANOVA,
for two reasons. First, it is apparent that the metric of the outcomes may not have interval
level meaning, making comparisons of mean or absolute mean scores across software of
questionable value. Second, most parametric tests, such as those based on ANOVA, require
homogeneity and normality assumptions that would clearly not be appropriate given the
distributions of the outcomes. The Friedman test compares AASP in terms of ranks (1=
closet to the zero reference value i.e. most accurate, 4= farthest from the no difference
reference value i.e. least accurate), and was applied using speakers and vowels as
independent observations by which the four packages could be compared. Separate tests
were performed for F0 and F1-F2 collapsed across vowels, speaker type and gender.

The accuracy and reliability of the manual measurements were assessed by comparing a
subset of measurements made by two researchers. Paired t-test results, evaluating potential
bias in measurements across researchers, was not significant (t=1.034; df=19; p=0.314). In
addition, an index of the absolute average relative error (ARE) between measurements of the
two researchers was calculated by averaging the absolute difference between their
measurements divided by the mean measurement. The resulting ARE was 0.0004,
suggesting very small differences in measurement, reflecting good inter-rater reliability.
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III. RESULTS
Synthesized vowels

Discrepancy scores for the analysis of synthesized vowels are displayed in Figures 1 and 2.
The box and whisker plots reflect discrepancy scores from the AASPs, and the stars for
manual measurements. Interpretation of findings is based on these graphic displays without
additional statistical analysis given the limited number of synthesized vowel tokens (one of
each of the four corner vowels synthesized with a male F0 and a female F0). The F0
discrepancy scores, as shown in Figure 1A and 1B, indicate that three of the four AASPs
(Praat, Wavesurfer, and TF32) are highly comparable and results are within the ±5%
accuracy of the input value for all four vowels synthesized with male and female F0. For
CSL, the discrepancy scores were more variable and contained outliers; and the criterion of
±5% accuracy was met for vowels /i/, /u/, and /ae/ synthesized with male F0, and the back
vowels /u/ and /a/ synthesized with female F0.

Measurement accuracy for F1-F4 across the four AASPs did not appear to be comparable, as
seen in Figures 1A and 1B. More specifically for F1, only one of the four AASPs (TF32)
yielded values that are within ±5% accuracy of the input value for all four vowels
synthesized with male and female F0. Similar accuracy was noted for Praat for all four
vowels synthesized with a male F0; and for Wavesurfer but only for the low vowels /a/ and /
ae/ synthesized with male and female F0. The remaining values varied in accuracy across
software based on speaker and vowels. For F2, all four AASPs yielded F2 values that are
within ±5% of the input value for vowels synthesized with the male F0; however, there was
variability in synthesized vowels with female F0 in two of the software for the low vowels /
a/ and /ae/ in Praat and vowels /i/, /u/ and /ae/ in CSL. As for F3, all four AASPs yield
values that are within ±5% of the input value for vowels with male F0. The same applies for
vowels synthesized with female F0 except for the vowels /i/, /a/ and /ae/ in CSL. Finally, for
F4, all four AASPs yield values that are within ±5% of the input value for vowels
synthesized with male F0. The same applies for vowels with female F0 except for the
vowels /i/ in TF32 and /i/ and /a/ in CSL.

As for manual measurements, findings show highly accurate measurements with a few
exceptions where most of the discrepancy scores, displayed as stars, are within the 5%
accuracy region (shaded region) and even close to the zero reference line. Most errors occur
for F1 and F2 of vowel /u/, which is not surprising given the proximity of the two formants.

To summarize, with a few exceptions, all AASP yield F0 and F1-F4 values that are within
±5% of the input value for vowels with male F0, however there is more software- and
vowel-specific variability in vowels synthesized with the female F0.

The manual F1-F4 measurements for both males and females vowels made from the LPC
spectrum in each of the four software packages, marked with a star, yield accurate results for
most vowels as compared to the input values used for vowel synthesis.

Regarding the bandwidth results for synthesized vowels, findings displayed in Figures 2A
and 2B, show that in general all AASP yield B1 to B4 values that vary and are not
comparable across the four AASP. Also, they all yield B1-B4 values that exceed the ± 10%
of the input value (a criterion that is less stringent than the ±5% criterion used for the F0 and
F1-F4 formant values). The exceptions are Praat and Wavesurfer for B4 where three of the
four vowels synthesized with male F0s fall within the ±10% of the input value criterion.
Overall, the discrepancy scores for TF32 appear to yield B1-B4 measurements that are the
least variable across vowels and speakers, and the closest to the synthesis input values (i.e.
the zero reference line).
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Manual bandwidth measurements marked with a star in Figures 2A and 2B indicate that
manual B1-B4 measurements for the male synthesized vowels are generally accurate and
close to the synthesis input values. Manual B1-B4 measurements for the female synthesized
vowels, however, are more varied but are generally more consistent across vowels and
synthesis input values than software generated values.

Hillenbrand vowels (natural speech)
Figures 3 to 7 display the discrepancy scores for the Hillenbrand stimuli. Each figure is
specific to one AASP with the adult male and female speakers’ discrepancy scores displayed
in the left panel, and the child male and female speakers’ discrepancy scores in the right
panel. The scores were compared statistically by applying a series of nonparametric
Friedman tests to assess differences in the output of the software packages. This assessment
was done for each speaker group (adult males, adult females, child males, child females) and
for each of the following acoustic measurements: F0, F1, F2, F3 and F4 across all four
vowels (/i/, /u/, /ae/ and /a/). A Bonferroni correction was applied to account for repeated
testing and to control for Type I error. Findings were as follows: F0 was significantly
different across software for the adult males (χ2= 14.70, p=.002) and child females (χ2=
18.06, p=.000). Comparison of the mean ranks (1=best, 4=worst) for the adult males
revealed that three of the four AASPs had similar mean ranks (mean rank for Praat =2.30;
Wavesurfer=2.10; TF32=2.15 and CSL=3.45), and based on the mean ranks the AASPs
could be ordered as follows: Wavesurfer, TF32, Praat and CSL. The mean rank values
indicate that CSL ranks as the lowest among the four AASPs. Similarly, comparison of the
mean ranks for the child females revealed that three of the four AASPs had similar mean
ranks (Praat =2.50; Wavesurfer=1.95; TF32=2.05 and CSL=3.50) and could be rank ordered
as follows: Wavesurfer, TF32, Praat and CLS. This again indicates that CSL ranks as lowest
across the four AASPs. However, F0 findings in Figures 3 to 6 further reveal that despite the
similarities in discrepancy values for three of the four AASPs, most of the F0 values exceed
the ±10% input value criterion (i.e. falls outside the shaded region).

Measurement accuracy for F1-F4 across the four AASPs also suggested differences (see
Figures 3 to 6). A Friedman test revealed F1 was significantly different across AASP for
adult males (χ2= 22.20, p=.000). Comparison of the mean ranks revealed that three of the
four AASPs (Praat, Wavesurfer and TF32) are similar (mean rank for Praat =2.35;
Wavesurfer=2.05; TF32=1.95 and CSL=3.65). Of those, the discrepancy values for the adult
male and female speakers are within the ±10% input value criterion for all vowels with the
exception of /ae/. See Figures 3 to 6. As for the child speakers, comparison of the
discrepancy scores also reveal that in general the values are mostly within the ±10% input
value criterion with some speaker and vowel specific exceptions. As for F2, a Friedman test
showed no significant differences between the four AASPs. Comparison of the discrepancy
values for the adult speakers in Figures 3 to 6, left panel, show that three of the four AASPs
(Praat, Wavesurfer and TF32) are mostly within the ±10% input value criterion for all
vowels with the exception of /ae/. As for the child speakers, comparison of the discrepancy
scores reveals more variability than for the adult speakers across the four vowels. For F3, a
Friedman test revealed c significant differences across AASP for both the adult males (χ2=
26.34, p=000) and adult females (χ2= 31.98, p=.000). Comparison of the mean ranks
revealed that for three of the four AASPs (Praat, Wavesurfer and TF32) are again similar
(adult males; Praat =2.00; Wavesurfer=2.35; TF32=1.90 and CSL=3.75; adult females; Praat
=1.85; Wavesurfer=2.10; TF32=2.15 and CSL=3.90). Additional comparison of the
discrepancy scores for these three AASPs, as displayed in figures 3 to 6 left panel, further
reveal that almost all F3 values fall within the ±10% input value criterion. As for the child
speakers, while there are no significant differences amongst the four AASPs, comparison of
the discrepancy scores show speaker and vowel specific differences that exceed the ±10%
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input value criterion. Finally, for F4, a Friedman test revealed significant differences across
AASP for all groups except child females (adult male χ2= 36.24, p=.000; adult female χ2=
34.02, p=.000; child male χ2= 17.34, p=.001). Consistent with the findings reported earlier
in this section, comparison of the mean ranks revealed that for three of the four AASPs
(Praat, Wavesurfer and TF32) results are highly comparable (adult males; Praat =2.00,
Wavesurfer=2.10, TF32=1.90 and CSL=4.00; adult females; Praat =2.0, Wavesurfer=1.90,
TF32=2.15 and CSL=3.95; child males; Praat =1.95, Wavesurfer=1.89, TF32=2.82 and
CSL=3.34). Additional comparison of the discrepancy scores, in Figures 3 to 6, reveal most
F4 values to fall within the ±10% input value criterion for adult males and females; and
similarly for the child speakers, the values are within the ±10% input value criterion with
some speaker and vowel and specific exceptions.

To summarize, comparison of the discrepancy scores for F0 and F1-F4, findings reveal
differences between AASP’s accuracy and comparability. Closer examinations of the mean
ranks reveal three of the four software (Praat, Wavesurfer and TF32) to be comparable
despite speaker group and vowel specific variations. Figures 3 to 6 show that none of the
AASP yield highly accurate results for all speaker groups and acoustic measurements (F0
and F1-F4). Also, there are formant specific differences with some AASP performing better
for higher or lower formants based on speaker group. In general, based on comparison of
mean ranks and as displayed graphically, F0 discrepancy scores for all AASPs exceeded the
±10% of the input value criterion for accuracy (shaded in gray in Figures 3 to 6) for all
speaker groups and across all vowels, except for child male speakers across most vowels. As
for the formant values, in general, the three comparable software (Praat, Wavesurfer and
TF32) had F1 to F4 discrepancy scores for the adult speaker groups that were mostly within
the ±10% of the input value criterion for accuracy with some low vowel specific challenges
evident particularly /ae/. The child speaker groups showed more variability and decreased
accuracy. Overall, it appears that TF32 performance was optimal for adult males (F0, and
F1-F4), and adult females (F0, and F1-F2). On the other hand, Praat performance was
optimal for child male speakers, and Wavesurfer performance optimal for child female
speakers.

Hillenbrand et al. (1995) did not report bandwidth values so it was necessary to identify
another procedure to establish reference values that could be used to derive discrepancy
values. Based on the finding that the manual measurements were accurate for the
synthesized vowels with male F0, manual BW measurements for the adult male speakers
were used as the input values to calculate discrepancy scores. The manual BW
measurements were averaged across the five speakers and the four vowels, and ±10% of the
averaged value was used as the input criterion (displayed as the shaded region in Figures 7A
and 7B). The discrepancy values displayed in Figures 7A and 7B are the differences of the
AASP measured value minus their respective manual measurements. Comparison of the
discrepancy scores shows that the results across the four AASPs are highly variable and
frequently not comparable. Also, they indicate that none of the bandwidths discrepancy
scores fall within the ±10% input value criterion although B1 values come close for two of
the four AASPs (Wavesurfer and TF32). The bandwidth discrepancy scores for the
remaining speakers (adult females and child speakers) are not displayed given that the
findings were even more variable and frequently in excess of the ±10% input value criterion.

Descriptive features
Descriptive features are listed in Tables 3 and 4, which outline similarities and differences
between the four AASPs in terms of default settings (Table 3) and software features (Table
4). Aside from differences in default settings between the four software packages, such as
analysis window size and type (Table 3), there are differences in the ability to manipulate
manufacturer settings in terms of which settings can be manipulated, and the number of
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settings available for manipulation (Table 4). Although Praat does not permit manipulation
of window type, it does however, along with Wavesurfer and CSL, allow for a great number
of setting manipulations, such as window length and pre-emphasis. TF32 on the other hand,
allows the user to manipulate fewer settings such as window type and analysis bandwidth.
Table 4 is similar to the tables presented in Read et al. (1990, 1992). Although most of the
software packages have very similar features, they differ in how those features are displayed
(e.g. time readout and the extent of zoom/scroll). CSL provides, with the purchase of the
Multi-Dimensional Voice Profile (MDVP) module, a detailed analysis of the speakers’
voice. A similar Voice Report analysis is available in Praat.

IV. DISCUSSION
This study made quantitative and descriptive comparisons of four acoustic analysis software
packages (Praat, Wavesurfer, TF32, and CSL) to assess the accuracy of each software
package as well as the comparability between software. Quantitative assessment entailed
analyzing the same synthesized vowels and natural vowels – produced by healthy adults and
typically developing children – to secure nine acoustic measurements in each of the four
software packages without manipulating any of the manufacturers’ default settings.
Therefore, the following discussion is limited to results using default settings. Findings
highlight the need for users to exercise caution and consider adjustments to default settings
so as to achieve optimal analysis results. Descriptive features also are summarized.

Accuracy and Comparability
The acoustic measures for the synthesized vowels, as referenced to the input values,
revealed that F0 values obtained by Praat, TF32, and Wavesurfer were accurate and
comparable for all corner vowels synthesized with a male and female F0. CSL output values
were more variable particularly for vowels synthesized with a female F0. As for formant
measurements, results revealed that in general all four AASPs have discrepancy scores that
are within the ±5% accuracy of the input value for most formants, and for all vowels
synthesized with male and female F0 except for CSL for vowels synthesized with a female
F0. In other words, the results are fairly accurate and comparable for vowels synthesized
with a male F0.

Bandwidth measurements, on the other hand, were neither accurate nor comparable across
the four AASPs. Manual bandwidth measurements B1-B4, though tedious, were a more
accurate approach to bandwith analysis. Overall, the manual bandwidth values for the
vowels synthesized with a male F0 were more accurate than the software-generated values.
For vowels synthesized with a female F0, only B4 manual measurements were consistently
accurate. Many B1 and B2 manual measurements were difficult to measure manually
because of the narrow bandwidths. Although the manual measurements are varied, these
findings, particularly for the adult male synthesized vowels, indicate that manual
measurements were the most comparable to the synthesis input values and should be used to
calculate bandwidth values rather than using software-generated values with the four
software packages studied here.

For natural speech, statistical comparison of the discrepancy scores from the four AASPs for
the Hillenbrand stimuli show that the four AASPs were comparable only for the second
formant measurement across speaker groups and vowels. The adult male speaker group had
the highest number of acoustic measurements that were significantly different across the
four AASPs. This finding is somewhat surprising given that most default settings are
reportedly set for the typical adult male speaker. Additional comparisons of the mean ranks,
however, revealed that when there are significant differences across the four AASPs, in
general three of the four AASPs (Praat, TF32, and Wavesurfer) are fairly comparable.
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Interestingly, additional comparison of the mean ranks across the different speaker groups,
did not reveal any of the software packages to rank consistently better for a particular
speaker group or acoustic measure. There was a pattern, however, with TF32 ranking higher
(mean rank= 1.9 to 2.15) for adult male speakers for all acoustic measures, and also adult
female speakers (mean rank= 1.85 to 2.15) for the first two formants; and Praat ranking
higher (mean rank= 1.7 to 2.3) for all acoustic measures for child male speakers. For the
adult female speakers, TF32 scored higher for F0 and the first two formant frequencies
(mean rank= 1.85 to 2.15), but Praat and Wavesurfer yieleded higher mean ranks for the
higher formant frequencies F3 and F4 (mean rank= 1.85 to 2.10). Based on these findings,
manual correction of formant measurements or applying a smoothing function (as is
standard in Wavesurfer and available in TF32) iswarranted in all software packages and,
furthermore, it appears that the default settings in CSL are not optimal for analyzing F0 or
formant frequencies in adult females or male and female child speakers. Informal
assessments revealed that adjustment of the default settings in CSL can lead to more
consistent and comparable measurements of F0 and F1-F4 for the different speaker groups.
Comparison of formant values derived from the software to formants inferred from FFT
spectrograms is advisable, as such comparison helps detect erroneous formant frequency
values particularly for vowels with closely spaced formants. The results for the adult male
Hillenbrand vowel bandwidth analysis, displayed in Figure 7A and 7B, suggest that,
although each AASP can produce some accurate bandwidth measurements, no single AASP
produces consistently accurate bandwidth results. Therefore, clinicians and researchers
should not assume the validity of any bandwidth values generated from any of the four
AASPs in this study. As was noted for the synthesized vowels, manual bandwidth
measurements are the most reliable.

Present findings suggest that using Praat, Wavesurfer, or TF32 (with the manufacturers’
default settings) to analyze typical adult speech will generate fundamental frequency and
formant frequency measurements that are reliable and comparable across the three packages
and comparable to the manual measurements. The agreement for adult female vowels is
perhaps surprising, given that settings were not necessarily optimized for female speakers.
However, measurements made with CSL (using the manufacturer’s default settings) are
frequently varied and inaccurate and cannot be reliably compared to those measurements
taken in Praat, Wavesurfer, or TF32. Formant bandwidth data indicate that there is not one
clearly superior AASP. While each of the four AASPs demonstrates the ability to accurately
generate accurate data for certain bandwidths for certain vowels, none of them produced
values that compared closely to the manual measurements. This consistency and
comparability decreases drastically for the other types of speakers considered in this study.
Current results show that the most accurate method to secure formant bandwidth data is the
manual method. However, caution must be taken when manually measuring B1 and
occasionally B2 as the very small values are often difficult to measure on the LPC spectrum.
Additional caution must be taken when manually measuring the bandwidths of closely
positioned formants (e.g., F1 & F2 for vowels /a/ and /u/) because the interaction between
these formants could lead to inaccurate manual measurements.

Very few studies have reported data on bandwidth for any group of speakers. Presumably,
this lacuna in the speech acoustics database could be quickly remedied given that AASP
routinely provide bandwidth data along with data on formant frequencies. However, as
shown in this report, bandwidth values should not be accepted uncritically. Some of the
errors in measurement are serious enough that it is safer to ignore bandwidth data
completely than to report erroneous values. This is an unfortunate situation, given that
accurate bandwidth data may be useful for several purposes including the study of speech
development (Robb, Chen, & Gilbert, 1997; Whiteside & Hodgson, 1999), sleep apnea
(Robb, Yates, & Morgan, 1997), and linear prediction modeling of the vocal tract (Mokhtari
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& Clemont, 2000). Ideally, software developers should tackle this challenge because aside
from the fact that the currently available erroneous bandwidth measurements can be
misleading, having accurate bandwidth measurements will be of value for researchers and
clinicians.

The decision to use each software package’s default settings in this study was based on the
assumption that manufacturers set the default settings to the optimal settings for their
particular software package. Ease of use is also an important consideration, especially for
clinicians to use in a busy clinical setting, and also for those without the in-depth knowledge
of acoustics to manipulate these settings. In this study, additional preliminary manipulations
of select settings in each of the four AASPs revealed improvements in accuracy over
measurements made with the default settings, particularly for CSL. Interestingly, in CSL,
not placing the voice period marks, contrary to the tutorial’s advice, and adjusting the filter
order yields more accurate F1-F3 formant tracking. Similarly, the application of the
smoothing function in TF32, which is standard in Wavesurfer, improves software-generated
measurements for F3-F4. However, the use of a smoothing function should be done
selectively and with caution because it may hinder accurate assessment, particularly for
disordered speech.

Descriptive Features
Table 4 contains comparative information on some features of the AASPs examined in this
report. Users may find this summary to be a helpful first step in choosing among AASPs to
meet their particular needs. The cost of the AASPs varies considerably, with at least two
being free at the time of writing this report. Potential users are advised to visit the websites
of each system to determine prices.

Considerations on Choosing a Software Package
Accuracy is the sine qua non of any analysis, particularly laboratory analysis. The
quantitative assessments reported here should help users to make preliminary decisions
about the choice of AASP for analysis. The decision of what AASP to use should be based
not only on software availability and quantitative comparisons, but also on the user’s needs.
Qualitative findings revealed that AASP can benefit different users for different purposes.
For users who are in a clinical setting, or who are new to acoustic analysis, TF32 is a good
choice due to the userfriendly interface, fast generation of data, and small number of menus
to navigate. Other AASPs offer different advantages: Praat has the advantages of annotating
and labeling speech files and simplifying the analysis procedures, it can also provide a Voice
report; Wavesurfer allows for a considerable range of setting manipulations; and CSL
supports the use of additional modules, such as the MDVP, all of which would be useful in
some research and clinical settings. The decision of which AASP to use should also be
based on the user’s knowledge of and familiarity with acoustic analysis and acoustic science
as well as the individuals’ goals of analysis. Table 4 outlines features of each AASP, which
support the recommendation that each user must be familiar with the features of each AASP
and determine which will best fit his or her individual needs. Thus, no blanket
recommendations on what AASP to use can be made. However, it is necessary for users of
these AASPs to be aware that values obtained from acoustic analysis using default settings
are not necessarily accurate, however tempting it may be to accept the values unquestioned.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The results for measurements of F0 and F1-F4 frequencies show that Praat, Wavesurfer, and
TF32 generate accurate and comparable data for both the synthesized vowels and vowels
produced by adult males. For all four AASPs evaluated in this study, accuracy and
comparability were less satisfactory for vowels produced by adult females and children.
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Results also varied with vowel. Bandwidth measurements by AASPs were highly inaccurate
as compared to manual measurements and published data on formant bandwidths. Some of
the discrepancies observed in this study are considered to be serious threats to the accuracy
of analysis. Users should exercise caution in accepting the values generated by LPC
algorithms used in AASPs. To be sure, LPC is a powerful tool that has been extremely
valuable in the study of speech acoustics. But users should be aware that LPC algorithms are
vulnerable to errors. Cross-checks with other forms of analysis, such as FFT spectrograms,
help to guard against analysis errors.

Although it is beyond the scope of this report to discuss in detail the steps that should be
taken to obtain the most accurate and complete analyses using speech analysis software,
users and developers can take certain steps toward improvements, as explained next.

Users should take care to understand the settings and requirements for any analysis system
they use. It is particularly important to note (1) requirements and consequences related to
sampling rate of input signals, (2) adjustment of LPC filter order for different speakers, and
possibly different speech segments, (3) optional controls for smoothing of formant tracks,
(4) adjustment of dynamic range to obtain the highest quality spectrograms, and (5) the
ability to compare LPC-derived formant tracks with FFT spectrograms to detect errors in
analysis, especially in the case of closely spaced formants. Above all, users should be aware
of the possibility that certain data derived from AASPs can be inaccurate, sometimes
seriously so. Clinical users of these systems should carefully follow instructions provided in
manuals and take special care to examine data for flaws or inconsistencies. But it also
should be noted that manuals do not necessarily provide the information needed to perform
an optimal analysis of all speakers. It is recommended that researchers note and report
analysis settings used in research projects, including downsampling, LPC filter order, and
special adjustments made for speaker characteristics. We encourage the systematic
collection of data to establish shared databases on measures of vowel formant frequencies
and bandwidths. However, given the serious problems with bandwidth estimation in the four
AASPs examined here, work on bandwidth must await improvements in the analysis or
reliance on alternative means of bandwidth measurement. Until such improvements are
made, users of these AASPs should recognize that certain measures, such as formant
bandwidths, run a considerable risk of error.

Software developers should strive to improve the accuracy of analysis, or, at the minimum,
caution users about the likelihood of errors in certain measures, such as formant bandwidth.
Vallabha and Tuller (2004) pointed out that LPC algorithms confront two major sources of
error: exclusive reliance on root solving, and use of the 3-point parabolic interpolation to
compensate for the coarse spectrum. Refinement of the algorithms should be a major
consideration for future development. It is also recommended that software developers guide
users in making the most effective adjustments of analysis parameters for different speakers
and different speech materials. Effective application of acoustic analysis systems requires a
close collaboration of users and software developers.

The present report is just one step in a larger process of evaluating software for the acoustic
analysis of speech. The long-term goals are to encourage continued refinement of AASPs, to
ensure the validity of acoustic speech databases, and to promote the use of speech analysis
for different speakers and different purposes. We agree with Woehrling and Mareuil (2007)
conclusion that there can be substantial differences in the values generated for the same
speech sample by different AASPs. Accuracy of measurement is essential to establishing a
valid database for acoustic measurements and for the application of acoustic measures for
various purposes.
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APPENDIX A
The currently available version of TF32 for free download (revised July 26, 2005) does not
include software-generated values for F4 or B1-B4. For the purposes of this study, the
developer of the TF32 software program P. Milenkovic implemented modifications to that
software to track the fourth formant and to provide numeric output for the fourth formant as
well as all four formant bandwidths. We refer to the modified program as TF32 alpha
version 1.2, which determine formants from LPC analysis according to a covariance-method
algorithm giving equal least-squares weights to the samples within a pitch-synchronous
analysis interval. The available version designated as revised July 26, 2005 uses varying
least-squares weights to reduce the amount of ripple during the closed-glottis interval of the
analysis interval, both for inverse filter analysis of the voice source along with formant
calculation. As for formant bandwidth calculations, the modified TF32 program uses a
method similar to the manual bandwidth measurement method used i.e. the formant
bandwidths are computed based on the 3dB bandwidth of the spectrum shoulder. The
software can also compute the frequency span from the formant peak to the nearest shoulder
and then double this value when the peak does not fall equally on both sides. When the
software is unsuccessful in its calculations, it reports the value zero.
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Figure 1.
A. Discrepancy scores for the fundamental frequency (F0) and formant frequencies (F1 to
F4) for the four synthesized vowels. The box plots display the 25th and 75th percentile of the
discrepancy scores, as well as the mode (solid line) and the median (dotted line). The
whiskers display the 5th and 95th percentiles with the outlying data displayed as dots. The
zero reference line is the measurement accuracy reference where zero discrepancy indicates
no difference between the acoustic analysis software package (AASP) measured value and
the input value for the synthesized vowel. The gray region above and below the zero
reference line reflects ±5% range of synthesis input value. Manually measured F0 and F1-F4
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are displayed with a star symbol. Left panel displays discrepancy scores using Praat, and the
right panel Wavesurfer
B. Discrepancy scores for the fundamental frequency (F0) and formant frequencies (F1 to
F4) for the four synthesized vowels, using TF32 (left panel) and CSL (right panel). The zero
or accuracy reference line refers to no difference between the measured value and the input
value for the synthesized vowel. Manually measured F0 and F1-F4 are displayed with a star
symbol. For additional information regarding box plot or shaded region, refer to Figure 1A
caption.
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Figure 2.
A. Discrepancy scores for bandwidth (in Hz) for the four synthesized vowels. The box plots
display the 25th and 75th percentile of the discrepancy scores, as well as the mode (solid
line) and the median (dotted line). The whiskers display the 5th and 95th percentiles with the
outlying data displayed as dots. The zero reference line is the measurement accuracy
reference where zero discrepancy implies no difference between the acoustic analysis
software package (AASP) measured value and the input value for the synthesized vowel.
The gray region above and below the zero reference line reflects ±10% range of synthesis
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input value. Manually measured B1-B4 are displayed with a star symbol. Left panel displays
discrepancy scores using Praat, and the right panel Wavesurfer
B. Discrepancy scores for bandwidth (in Hz) for the four synthesized vowels. The box plots
display the 25th and 75th percentile of the discrepancy scores, as well as the mode (solid
line) and the median (dotted line). The whiskers display the 5th and 95th percentiles with the
outlying data displayed as dots. The zero reference line is the measurement accuracy
reference where zero discrepancy implies no difference between the acoustic analysis
software package (AASP) measured value and the input value for the synthesized vowel.
The gray region above and below the zero reference line reflects ±10% range of synthesis
input value. Manually measured B1-B4 are displayed with a star symbol. Left panel displays
discrepancy scores using Praat, and the right panel Wavesurfer
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Figure 3.
Discrepancy scores using Praat for the adult male and female (left panel) and child male and
female (right panel) speaker’s fundamental (F0) and formant frequencies (F1-F4) for the
four Hillenbrand vowels. The box plots display the mean, 25th percentile value, and 75th

percentile value for F0 and F1-F4, in addition to the mode (solid line) and the median
(dotted line). The zero or accuracy reference line represents the Hillenbrand et al (1995)
reported values averaged across the five speakers analyzed, and the shaded region reflects ±
10% of the this averaged value.
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Figure 4.
Discrepancy scores using Wavesurfer for the adult male and female (left panel) and child
male and female (right panel) speaker’s fundamental (F0) and formant frequencies (F1-F4)
for the four Hillenbrand vowels. For additional information regarding box plot or shaded
region, refer to Figure 3 caption.
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Figure 5.
Discrepancy scores using TF32 for the adult male and female (left panel) and child male and
female (right panel) speaker’s fundamental (F0) and formant frequencies (F1-F4) for the
four Hillenbrand vowels. For additional information regarding box plot or shaded region,
refer to Figure 3 caption.
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Figure 6.
Discrepancy scores using CSL for the adult male and female (left panel) and child male and
female (right panel) speaker’s fundamental (F0) and formant frequencies (F1-F4) for the
four Hillenbrand vowels. For additional information regarding box plot or shaded region,
refer to Figure 3 caption.
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Figure 7.
A. Discrepancy scores for the bandwidth of the four synthesized vowels, using Praat (left
panel) and Wavesurfer (right panel). The zero or accuracy reference line refers to no
difference between the manually measured value and the AASP measured value. The gray
region above and below the zero reference line reflects ±10% range of manually measured
bandwidth value. For additional information regarding box plot refer to Figure 2A caption.
B. Discrepancy scores for the bandwidth of the four synthesized vowels, using TF32 (left
panel) and CSL (right panel). For additional information refer to Figure 7A caption.
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TABLE 1

Formant ranges used to determine the corner vowels from the array of synthesized vowels.

Vowel: F1 range (Hz): F2 range (Hz):

/i/ 200–400 2200–2400

/ae/ 550–750 1700–1900

/a/ 550–750 1000–1200

/u/ 200–400 750–950
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TABLE 3

Settings for formant or spectrogram analyses in the four softwares.

Praat Wavesurfer TF32 CSL

File types
accepted

WAV, AIFF,
AIFC,
NeXT/Sun AU,
NIST, FLAC,
MP3

WAV, Sun AU,
AIFF, MP3,
CSL, SD

CSpeech,
NCVS92 (new
CSpeech), WAV,
NSP, TIMIT
database (CMU
and SPHERE),
UW Microbeam
Database
compressed
(ACC)

NSP, WAV,
RAW

Window type
with default
listed first
other choices in
parentheses

Gaussian Hamming
(others: Hanning,
Bartlett,
Blackman,
Rectangular)

Hamming (other:
Rectangular)

Blackman
(others:
Rectangular,
Triangular,
Hamming,
Hanning)

Window length 25 ms for
formants
5 ms for
spectrograms

49 ms 6.7 ms for wide-
band
22 ms for
narrow-band

10 ms

Frame interval 3 ms 10 ms Frame = 1 pitch
period (no frame
overlap)

10 ms

LPC analysis
method

Burg Modified Burg Weighted least-
squares

Autocorrelation

LPC order
(number of
coefficients)
with default and
range

10
(1 – 400+)

12
(1 – 40)

26
(5 – 240)

12
(2 – 36)

Smoothing None Automatic Optional Optional
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TABLE 4

Comparison of select features of the four acoustic analysis software packages.

Feature
Version

Praat
V. 5.1.31

Wavesurfer
V. 1.8.5

TF32
V. alpha 1.2

CSL
V. 3.4.1

Compatible
operating
system(s)
required

MacOS X,
Windows®
(2000, XP,
Vista, 7) (32 or
64-bit) and
Linux (32 or 64-
bit)

Windows® XP
or Vista 7

32-bit
Windows®
(98/NT/2000/X
P)

Current CPU
greater than or
equal to 2 GHz,
1GB RAM 2.
Windows® 7,
Vista, or XP

Users’ manual • Online PDF
of tutorial (27
pages)

• Active user
group to
answer
questions and
offer advice

• Manual in help menu (6 pages
with links to additional pages)

• No help menu Online PDF
of user’s manual (116
pages)

• In-
software
tutorial

• Manual
in help
menu
(464
pages)

Zoom/scroll • Zoom to
selection,
zoom in/out,
zoom out full

• Scrollbar

• Zoom to selection, zoom in/
out, zoom out full

• Scrollbar

• Zoom to selected, zoom out
full

• Scrollbar

• Keyboard arrows to move
along waveform

• Select
and out
full.

• Scrollbar

• Keyboard
arrows to
move
along
waveform

Time readout • 0.001ms • 1ms • 0.001ms • 0.01ms

Amplitude
readout

• Yes • Yes • No • Yes

Frequency
readout

• Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes

View and play
selected
segments

• Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes

Settings held
when open
multiple files

• Yes • No • Yes • Yes

    FFT • Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes

    LPC • Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes

    Waterfall • No • No • No • Yes

Pitch • Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes

Simultaneous
displays

• Yes • Yes • Yes • Yes

Labeling/annota
tion of segments

• Yes • No • No • Yes

Settings
maintained
from
one file to
another during
continued use

• Yes • No • Yes • Yes
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Feature
Version

Praat
V. 5.1.31

Wavesurfer
V. 1.8.5

TF32
V. alpha 1.2

CSL
V. 3.4.1

External
proprietary
hardware
required

• No • No • No • Yes

Database(s)
Available with
system

• No • No • No • Yes

Additional
features and
information

• Labeling and
segmenting,
available at
no cost

• Voice report
offers voice
measurements

• Automatic smoothing function • Optional smoothing function • Multiple
additional
modules,
including
MDVP,
must be
purchased

Edit formant
tracking on
spectrogram

• Yes • Yes • Yes • Not specified
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